
  

Top of the Class: Stellar Reviews from July
Each month we watch the five-star ratings roll in for your favorite books. These
audiobooks have impressed listeners like you and earned your praise, so we thought
we'd share the stellar reviews they received this month. Each of the reviewers featured
below had an interesting or unique take on the featured book. Click on their names to see
their other reviews, and you can also FOLLOW to get more reviews from them as they're
written!

Beautiful Ruins
(Unabridged)
By Jess Walter
Narrated by Edoardo Ballerini

Get It Now

A beautiful, complicated book
— B.J. (Minneapolis, MN) Follow

Let me say from the top that the narration of this book has got to be
one of the best ever. The voices of the characters are perfect. It
deserves something more than 5 stars. Then again, there was a lot to
work with. Love and loss, dreams, reality, responsibility, family ... it's all
here. It's impossible not to relate to just a little bit of most of the
characters - all of whom are deep and flawed and very real. Terrific
book club book. Lots to talk about after.
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Moon Over Manifest
(Unabridged)
By Clare Vanderpool
Narrated by Jenna Lamia,
Cassandra Campbell, Kirby
Heyborne

Get It Now

If you loved "Where the Heart Is"
— Diane (Portland, OR) Follow

Newberry winners are always worth the read, even for adults, but this
year's pick is especially adult fiction worthy. Clare Vanderpool
reminded me of both Fannie Flagg and Billie Letts. Its a captivating
story that weaves nostalgia, american history and family values with
humor and mystery. It would make a great family vacation car ride
listen even if you were alone in the car with Grandpa!

Still Life with Crows: A
Novel (Unabridged)
By Douglas Preston, Lincoln
Child
Narrated by Scott Brick

Get It Now

Couldn't Stop Listening
— DCinMI (Fairview, MI) Follow

Warning: Don't start listening to this book if you have anything else to
do for the next 16 hours. It grabbed my attention right away, and I
hated to pause it even to go to the bathroom or fix something to eat.

I could not even begin to guess what was going on until just before it
was revealed. There were a lot of surprise twists, but there was no
cheating. In other words, there were a few times when I thought, What
the heck? I thought that...Oh! I see.

I loved the main character, Special Agent Pendergast. I have a
fondness for protagonists who are unruffled and do what they have to
do no matter what obstacles are thrown in their way.

I had never read anything by these authors before, but I will be looking
for more. Scott Brick was excellent as always. I strongly recommend
this book to anyone who likes edge-of-the-seat
thrillers/mystery/detective stories.
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Poorly Made in China:
An Insider's Account of
the Tactics Behind
China's Production
Game (Unabridged)
By Paul Midler
Narrated by Paul Midler

Get It Now

Cutting Corners
— Tim (United States) Follow

Unlike reading a feature article from WSJ on manufacturing in China
and reading a commentary from an economist, you get a first hand look
from Paul Midler doing business. I was afraid that it would be all about
bashing the Chinese, but it's interesting on the cultural differences and
the insightful views on what is going on in the factories. 

We cannot really blame the Chinese at cutting corners at making the
products that we use. Just look at your bath towels and most likely it is
made in China. Consumers wants lower cost in products and
companies wants to maximize profit margins. Sadly, these objectives
cannot be meet when it says, Made in USA. 

As commodity prices rise, the Chinese has to charge according to meet
their margins. They only have the upper hand when it comes to labor.
People are like robots over there. If the worker is working too slow, they
can replace them within seconds with another Chinese to fill the line
and keep producing products. 

In the 80's South Korea was notorious of cheap goods and
counterfeiting poorly made products, but look at them now. They are
surpassing the Japanese in electronics and even in the automotive
industry. Made in China will have a different stigma as the country
progress. The Chinese can make good products, when companies are
willing to pay for it, such as Apple. Like the old saying goes, You get
what you pay for. This is true in any business, not only in China. 

As China becomes more industrialized, this reading material will be a
history of accuracy what the country used to be.

The Last Policeman
(Unabridged)
By Ben H. Winters
Narrated by Peter Berkrot

Gripping, Realistic, Moving and
Entertaining!
— Mike (Pittsburgh, PA) Follow

As a police sergeant in a suburb of a large city, I approached this book
like I find myself with most murder mysteries, quite tentative but hoping
for a complicated, clever storyline with good character development.
This read easily met those criteria but really hit home with a well done
pre-apocalyptic setting.

The Last Policeman is written from the perspective of a very realistic
main character, Detective Hank Palace, a "down to earth" police officer
who still cares to do an already thankless job in the worst of times. 
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Get It Now The author did an excellent job of adjusting the readers mindset to new
and different types of motives, drives, ways of being and thought
processes which had an effect on, not only each character within the
story, but all of society. The setting of "impending doom" was only a
backdrop to the overall story and, refreshingly, never took off as the
actual problem to solve. Interpersonal and work relationships were very
entertaining and emotionally engaging as well.

The audio quality was good and the narration was done well.

A Slight Trick of the
Mind (Unabridged)
By Mitch Cullin
Narrated by Simon Jones

Get It Now

As clever as the Great Detective
himself!
— English teacher (Dallas, TX) Follow

First of all, Simon Jones is a superior reader, but this book is such a
skillful interweaving of storylines and such a poignant examination of
the role of memory and emotional pain in making us who we are that I
am unreserved in my praise. I am wary of books that use an
established literary character as protagonist, often finding the technique
gimmicky and derivative, but this book adds dimension and life to
Doyle's detective, making him new and complex in a very satisfying
and believable way. Using bees to unite the three main stories is
masterful and truly beautiful. I enjoyed this book immensely and would
love to see it done well as a movie.

Hard Magic: Book I of
the Grimnoir
Chronicles
(Unabridged)
By Larry Correia
Narrated by Bronson Pinchot

So Good I Bought the Book and the
Audiobook
— Jennifer Gerbyshak (Coralville, IA) Follow

If you like intricate and well-planned magic systems, brilliant plots,
exciting pacing, well-developed characters, and a perfect dose of stuff
blowing up, Larry Correia's Hard Magic is for you. I love this story. It is
mentally and emotionally completely satisfying, yet maintains a quick,
light feel. It's fun to listen to. And even better: it's narrated by Bronson
Pinchot, who is, without doubt, the best narrator I've encountered thus
far. He does all the voices, not just distinctly, but vividly. The life that he
breathes into each and every one is, well, just plain delicious. It's so
good that I'm buying every book in this series both in hardback and as
an audiobook--as long as Pinchot continues as narrator!
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Get It Now

14 (Unabridged)
By Peter Clines
Narrated by Ray Porter

Get It Now

Sometimes it pays to read reviews!
— Anthony (Idaho Falls, ID) Follow

This was another book purchased solely on reading reviews and I'm
glad I did. Reading the story description alone I never would have used
a credit on this book, strange goings on in an apartment complex just
didn't pop for me but there were so many positive reviews I gave it a
shot. The narrator is the same guy that reads the Joe Ledger series
and I really like his voice and characters, he did it again on this book
and even added an Indian accent. The goings on in the apartments
was interesting enough but what happens toward the end of the book
was very suspenseful and exciting and that's all I will say about the
content. 

This is one of those audiobooks that I really can't see how no less than
90% of listeners will enjoy and a sure bet that your credit won't go to
waste.

Invasion of the Body
Snatchers
(Unabridged)
By Jack Finney
Narrated by George Wilson

Get It Now

An Unfairly-Overlooked Classic
— Erik J. Rupard (Southeastern U.S.) Follow

Jack Finney was one of the great popular writers of the 50s through
70s, with a couple of his books rising above their sci-fi/horror genres.
The Body Snatchers (its original published name) and Time and Again
are both mini-classics. This one is very different from most of the 5 (!)
movies based upon it, with a breezy, swingin' 50s feel to the narrative
in spite of the horrifying subject manner. The story is superb (sure, it
couldn't REALLY have happened this way from a scientific standpoint,
but who cares?), the writing simple and direct, and the main character
flawed-but-heroic, just as we like 'em. George Wilson's performance
hits that perfect cheesy 50s vibe. Listened to this during a cross country
trip with my 18 year-old daughter, and we both were hooked by the
second chapter. 
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Without Conscience:
The Disturbing World
of the Psychopaths
Among Us
(Unabridged)
By Robert D. Hare
Narrated by Paul Boehmer

Get It Now

The Definitive Work on Psychopathy
— John (Perry, MI) Follow

Hare created this genre of non-fiction and remains the master all others
attempt to imitate. I originally purchased this book in paperback form
many years ago, read it 2-3 times, and then lent it to a friend who never
returned it. It was worthwhile enough for me to buy the audiobook
format.

Hare was responsible for developing the gold standard in the
identification of psychopathic personalities. This is a standard currently
in-use across the criminal justice system worldwide. The author clearly
distinguishes the characteristics of psychopathy, and discusses at
length the way these individuals move amongst us in society. This book
is objective, non-sensationalized, and presented in a to-the-point and
interesting way that is both satisfying and enlightening for the layman.
Advice for dealing with potential psychopaths at both the
societal/institutional and personal levels are also informatively
presented. This isn't your typical black-art psych book - Hare backs his
conclusions up with solid research and decades of inventorying
verifiable psychopaths from the nation's prison system.

Read it and see if you can pick out the psychopaths in your life.
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